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Male Victims of 
Partner Abuse 



Victims of Self-Reported IPV, by Sex and Type, %
(GSS Canada, 2014)
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Context of IPV: Experiencing high controlling behaviours 
among victims of IPV by sex and severity of IPV, %
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Injuries, Short- and Long-term 
Consequences of IPV, by sex, %
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Children in The 
Relationships 
When Men Are 
the Primary 
Victims



International 
Domestic 
Abuse Network

u Data collection
uonline meeting technology 

‘GoToMeeting’ 
u12 focus groups, each 1.5 hours

u Sample
uN=34 men (total n=41); average 

age = 49 years; 90% are employed

u Methods
uThematic analysis



Results 

u Children’s experiences of abuse 
as reported by male victims in the 
abusive intimate relationships

u Men’s responses to children’s 
abuse

u Active position vs. learned 
helplessness 



Children as Victims of Abuse
u “It wasn’t just with me. All four of the children were victims as 

well…”, “The real victims, the real absolute victims for me are my 
children”

u Neglect, witnessing the abuse of the father, physical and 
psychological abuse, and kidnapping
u E.g., “put me down in front of the children” 

u Using children to manipulate / abuse men (parental alienation)
u E.g., “Daddy, mommy said you were bad and didn’t give me 

any Christmas presents”, “She denied all contact with the 
children and used them as a weapon against me” 



Men’s responses to 
children’s abuse

u Man as protector 
u Contact police /courts 

u Perceptions of Institutional 
Response/Help



Unhelpful 

Nonresponsive and Indifferent 
Structure

“Stacked Against Me”
or Gendered Enterprise

Legal Abuse/ Parental Alienation 



Nonresponsive and Indifferent Structure 

R3, UK: “…It was only when things 
became so bad for the children that the 
social services took them into care (from 
the abusive mother).” 

Richard, US: “I have made 
all my child support 
payments, but I’ve been 
denied visitation. The state 
of Alaska would come after 
me with legal action if I 
didn’t make my payments, 
but the state of Alaska will 
do nothing to enforce the 
court order visitation.” 

R2, UK: “Every one of those trained 
professionals was aiding and abetting a 
perpetrator who continued to abuse and 
neglect my children for two years… I was 
away from the children, and that 
constitutes some of the worst abuse that I 
experienced, never mind the time I was in 
the relationship, and the abuses I then 
suffered from all of the agencies.” 



“Stacked Against Me” –
Gendered Enterprise

Nicholas, CAN: “When we went to family 
court, in spite of her history of abuse and 
documented records from the Children’s 
Aid Society of beatings of the children, 
the court still awarded our youngest 
daughter to the mother. And, as a result, 
my daughter has, to this day, twenty 
years of abuse.”

R3, UK: “…The system did 
nothing. It acknowledged 
that she admitted to being 
an abuser and left her with 
the house and the children, 
and me with nothing.”

Anders, UK: “…I literally 
wrote two lines to a 
court: please help me 
see my children. And 
guess what? There was 
none. Everything was 
stacked against me.”



Legal Abuse/Parental Alienation 

Richard, US: “…It’s far too easy 
for women to sue the courts as 
another form of abuse against 
their man. She picked up fairly 
quickly the options that if she 
could provoke me to anger, 
that she could then use that as 
an excuse why I should be kept 
from my son.”

Len, AUS: “She has just 
denied all contact with the 
children, on a whim, just using 
them as weapons.”

Samuel, US: “Her principal 
weapon was trying to put 
the kids in the middle of the 
divorce.”



Helpful: “Lucked Out” 

Rich, CAN: “We just went for a 
custody battle and part of the 
custody battle – we both were 
investigated and the office of 
the children’s work for Ontario, 
they are a nightmare for 
dudes, but I lucked out.” 

John, CAN: “I’m in the 
2% of men who ended 
up with custody and 
had this sort of 
experience.” 



Tone of the 
Discussion 

Active Position (“Custody Battle”) 
vs.
Learned Helplessness (Tired, 
Exhausted, Don’t Believe In The 
Resolution)



Active Position 
Daniel, UK: The only battle, if 
you like, the only thing I had 
to do then was fight through 
the courts for my son; which 
I’ve been doing for six years. 

Brad, US: ”We separated with false claims of 
domestic violence and  she took my 
daughter; she wouldn’t tell me where she 
was or how I could contact her, and that’s 
pretty much been the theme ever since she 
left, and that was three, about three and a 
half years ago.”

Learned Helplessness

Richard, US: ”…Arrest warrant was going 
be put out for me because of lack of 
payment because they didn’t have things 
in position yet. So that went bad, and ever 
since then I’ve been the bad parent and 
she’s been the loving one who’s taking 
care of her son and so after a while I got 
tired of talking.”



Thoughts on Shared Parenting 
u Focus on what is in the best interest of a child 

u Screening for IPV and child abuse; 
u A differentiated approach to parenting plans;

u Shared parenting as a possible solution in some cases 

u Many fathers feel they are being dealt in litigation in family court harshly and 
unfairly 

u Their frustration and experiences of abuse can limit fathers’ chances to win the 
case of shared parenting in court 

u According to a British Columbia lawyer Carey Linde:
“Judges still think of men as inherently more brutal and dishonest than women. It is 
always an uphill struggle for fathers in court.” 
(https://divorce-for-men.com/resources/succeeding-in-court/)



Implications
u Focus on fathers’ experiences of IPV

u the PPP screening (potency, pattern and primary 
perpetrator)

u Address parental alienation 
u Address institutional “gendered enterprise”

uDevelop gender-inclusive and male-friendly legal 
regulation of child custody and access

u Both shared parenting and the alternatives to it in 
cases of IPV should be explored
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